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February 26, 2013

Debra A. lowland
Executive Director and Secretary
State of New Hampshire
Public Utilities Commission
21 South Fruit Street, Suite 10
Concord, NH 03301-2429

Petition of Power New England LLC
Docket No. DE 12-295

Dear Ms. Howland;

This is a brief reply on behalf of Power New England LLC (PNE) to PSNH’s
Supplemental Motion to Dismiss filed on February 19, 2013 in the above-captioned proceeding.

PNE views its suspension from the markets as just that — a suspension. Numerous market
participants undergo similar events! experiences in their dealings with ISO NE. PNE is working
through numerous, contemporaneous issues right now, including the re-assimilation of the 8500
customers it was providing electric service to — into a mutually successful relationship with a
CEP in order to provide continuity to their PNE experience, and challenges it faces due to
adversarial actions taken against it by the host utility, PSNH which include, among other
measures, withholding all payments to PNE that have been collected by PSNH as of February
19, 2013. These withholdings include customer payments to PSNH for the benefit of PNE for
electricity sold by PNE as far back as November and December.

PNE was the first supplier to offer electric sales service alternatives to the residential
tariff class and its experience created a flood of additional CEPS, thus launching the world we
live in now. In sum, PNE led the way to this vibrant, flourishing marketplace which is proving
beneficial to thousands of PSNH ratepayers who now have compelling economic choices for
their electricity vendor that didn’t exist 18 months ago

PNE intends to cure its suspension from the ISO markets in the near future. The issues
presented to the Commission by PNE and the other suppliers in this proceeding to date should
not be forsaken by the Commission.

S~ cerely,
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PNE Energy Supply LLC
497 Hooksett Road - Suite 179

Manchester, NH 03104
603.413.6602 www.powernewengland.com


